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Response Definitions for 
“Response Opportunities and Positive Feedback for Student Behavior During Teaching” 

 
Categories of Behavior and Scenarios 

Academic Behavior 
Academic behavior is defined as responses from students and questions/commands from teachers that relate to 
academic content. Examples of academic behavior include: solving math problems, identifying numbers, 
identifying whether a quantity is more than or less than another quantity, reading words, saying sounds 
represented by letters, identifying directions on a map, stating the steps to a social skill in a social skill lesson, 
putting clothes in a washer, completing job tasks (such as vacuuming, cleaning tables and counter tops), and 
counting coins. 
 
Social Behavior 
Social behavior is more global than academic behavior and are unrelated to the specific content of the lesson. 
This includes behavior that can occur across a variety of different academic lessons and include on-task 
behavior, saying answers loud enough for teachers to hear the student, following directions, hitting others, using 
materials appropriately or inappropriately, smiling at the teacher, and putting materials away appropriately 
(among others). 
 
Transitions 
A transition is the time spent moving between activities and/or locations. They often involve chains of behavior 
such as putting materials away, collecting other materials, and moving to another location in the classroom. 
Transitions often begin with an instruction or signal and end with the beginning of the next activity or upon 
arrival to a new location. Examples of instructions to begin a transition include: “Everyone, please line up for 
music class,” “Put your math workbooks away and take out your English folders,” or a mid-day bell signaling 
lunchtime. When observing transitions, it is important to note whether there is a clear beginning and end 
signaled by auditory or visual cues, reinforcement for compliance, and the absence of reinforcement for 
noncompliance.  
 
Non-Instructional Demands 
Non-Instructional Demands are prompts and commands related to social behavior and are unrelated to the 
specific content of a lesson. Demands can be specific, “sit with your hands folded on the table” or nonspecific, 
“behave yourself.” They can also be phrased as do requests, “You need to walk in the hallway” or don’t 
requests, “Stop running in the hallway.” 
 

Teacher Behavior 
 

Group Questions and Commands 
Group commands are defined as statements that the teacher makes to prompt a student response from the entire 
class or group of students. Examples include: “Everyone, look at me.” “Everyone, write the answer to number 
1.” “Everyone, say ‘e-e-e’.” 
 
Group questions are defined as questions that the teacher asks to the entire group of students and that require a 
group response. Examples include: “Everyone, what sound does this letter make?” 
 
Non-examples of group questions are when the teacher asks a question to the group, but requests a response 
from only one student. For example, if the teacher says, “Raise your hand if you know the capital of Ohio,” this 
is a group command because everyone is expected to respond. However, if the teacher then calls on one student 
and says, “Horatio, what is the capital of Ohio?” then this is not a group question. (Instead, it is scored as an 
individual question.) 
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Individual Questions and Commands 
Individual commands are defined as statements that the teacher makes to prompt a response from one particular 
student. Examples include: “Mary, tell me what word goes in this blank.” “Joey, put the red block in the red 
pile.” 
 
Individual questions are defined as questions the teacher asks of an individual student. Examples include: 
“Nikita, which pot is on the table?” “Dylan, can you tell me what number this is?” Individual questions also 
include questions the teacher asks of the whole group, but only allows an individual child to answer. For 
example, if the teacher asks a question to the entire group, the students raise their hands, and one student is 
called on to answer, this is scored as an individual question. 
 
General Praise (positive feedback) 
General praise is defined as feedback that tells the child that he/she answered a question correctly or displayed a 
correct social behavior, but it does not specifically describe the behavior. Examples are: “Yes! That’s correct.” 
“Excellent!” “Good job!” “Fantastic!” 
 
Specific Praise (positive feedback) 
Specific praise is defined as feedback that not only tells the student he/she answered a question correctly or 
displayed a correct social behavior, but it also specifically describes the behavior. Examples are: “Yes! That 
sound is ‘e-e-e’.” “Excellent! I like how you thought carefully about the answer before you gave it!” “Good job! 
The capital of Ohio is Columbus!” “Fantastic! I love how you put the clothes in the washer so that they are 
balanced in the tub!” 
 
Behavior (positive feedback) 
Positive feedback for a behavior is when a student or group of students respond to an academic request and they 
are praised/reinforced for a social response that is tied to the academic behavior (this will also be tallied in the 
social section of the observation form). An example would be the teachers asks, “What word?”, while pointing 
to the word car and the student(s) respond by saying “car” and the teacher’s response is “I really like the way 
you all answered together, excellent responding together!”.  
 
NR (No Response) 
No response by the teacher for a correct response by the student(s). 
 
Corrective Feedback—(Model-Test-Retest) 
Corrective feedback in the form of a model means that the teacher informs the student that he/she has answered 
a question incorrectly and then demonstrates the correct response. For example, if the student sets the dial on a 
washing machine to “delicate” rather than “normal,” and the teacher says, “Watch me. See how I’m setting it to 
“normal?” and sets the dial correctly. Another example would be if the student answers “cat” when the word is 
“car,” a modeled correction would be “My turn. This word is ‘car.’” 
 
 A test is when the teacher re-presents the question or prompt following the teacher model. To continue with the 
example of the student who said “cat” and the teacher modeled, “The word is car” the teacher would then test 
by again asking the student “What is the word?” and the student responds by saying “Car.” 

 
A retest occurs when the missed academic skill is revisited after a delay and is tested for acquisition. Continuing 
with the “car” example, the teacher may give 1-2 previously mastered words and then revisit the word “car.” 
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Corrective Feedback—(other) 
Other forms of corrective feedback are when the teacher informs the student that he/she has answered a 
question incorrectly and either (a) gives the child another opportunity to answer or (b) delivers a verbal or 
physical prompt to assist the child in answering correctly. For example, if the teacher says, “What word is this?” 
(the word is car), and the student answers, “Cat,” a prompt correction would be scored if the teacher says, “No, 
that’s incorrect,” or if the teacher says, “Look at the last sound…it’s an ‘r’.” Another example is if a student is 
doing laundry and is setting the wash cycle on “delicate” when he/she should be setting it on “normal,” and the 
teacher says, “Are you sure that’s the right cycle?” or “You need to set that on ‘normal’ not ‘delicate.’” 
 
Reprimands/Corrections 
Reprimands and corrections are statements of disapproval or redirection for inappropriate social behavior. 
Examples include: “Michael, you need to sit in your chair.” “Susan, stop talking. You’re supposed to be 
working quietly.” “Class, you have just lost 1 minute of recess because you’re not following directions.” 
 

Student Behavior 
Correct Student Responses 
Correct student responses include both correct academic and social behavior. For example, if the teacher asks 
students “What word is this?” and the student says a word that matches the written word, the answer is scored 
as correct. If the teacher was asking the question to the group and requesting a choral group response, all 
students must say the correct answer in unison for the answer to be scored as correct. If any one student says the 
word incorrectly or does not respond at the same time as the other students, the answer is not scored as correct. 
 
Social behavior is scored as correct if student behavior complies with a social demand or matches the classroom 
rules (i.e., what teachers generally define as “appropriate” behavior for that classroom). Correct social behavior 
may vary by classroom depending on the rules and definition of “appropriate” behavior in that classroom. 
Generally, appropriate (correct) social behavior includes keeping all four legs of the chair on the floor, writing 
answers to problems and questions when prompted to do so by the teacher, looking at the teacher or task 
materials, using a “nice” tone of voice, following directions, and using materials as they were meant to be used. 
 
Incorrect Student Responses 
Incorrect student responses can also include both academic and social behavior. An answer is counted as 
incorrect if the teacher asks a specific question (such as, “What number is this?”) and the students give an 
answer that does not represent the answer that appears on the teacher’s answer key. An academic response is 
also scored as incorrect if the teacher asked the question or gave the command to the entire group and at least 
one person in the group gives an incorrect answer. If a choral response is expected from the teacher and at least 
one student responds out of unison, then the answer is scored as incorrect. 
 
Incorrect social behavior is behavior that are not congruent with the stated classroom rules or fail to meet the 
standards of appropriate for that classroom. Again, these may vary depending upon the rules of the classroom. 
Generally, incorrect social behavior consists of children tipping their chairs, being out of their seats, talking 
when they have been told to work quietly, hitting other children, throwing spitwads, using materials in a manner 
they were not intended to be used, making fun of other students, swearing, doing the opposite of what a teacher 
has asked, or displaying “off-task” behavior. 
 


